
Tehipite Dome, Southwest Face, In the Niche o f Time. In October, spending 14 days out from 
the trailhead and six days climbing, Ron Felton, Guy ‘Zelly’ Zielsky and I succeeded in estab
lishing the first completely independent and first big new route to be climbed on this immense 
wall in 27 years, In the Niche o f  Time (VI 5.10 A3+, 21 pitches with 60-meter ropes).

In October, 1991, John Vargas and I hiked the 20 miles to Tehipite Valley only to be over
whelmed by heavy backpacks and debilitating heat. In October, 1995, Ron Felton and I 
returned again and made the approach but retreated before beginning. In the autumn of 1997, 
we returned again, this time recruiting Guy Zielski to assist in the project. Ron and I led while 
Guy graciously helped with the moving of freight.

We spent a day and a half hiking in and, during the next two and a half days of welcome, 
cooling rain, we moved loads toward the base of the wall. After periodically hiding from the





rain in talus caves, we scrambled 500 feet to the start of our route just left of the 1970 Kroger 
Route and at the left side of a prominent pyramid formation.

We went left up some wet and slimy shelves to a small tree ledge to keep us out of the path 
of potential rockfall. On the second lead, Ron nailed up and right on a thin ramp in order to 
cross the prominent arête (which marked our line of ascent) to attain a crack that headed up 
to a huge pillar above. Ron led into the night, using all 12 of our beak pitons in the process. 
Upon arriving at the belay, I found him almost unresponsive and hypothermic. After warming 
him up and giving him a shell garment, we squeezed out a bivy back at the tree ledge. The 
next morning, I led a steep crack on aid to a difficult and partially loose wide section to get 
us to some mausoleum-like ledges behind the pillar. The climbing to the top of the pillar 
proved extremely difficult; Ron mixed free and aid, then traversed left to the arête, nailing a 
long, impressive horizontal roof.

I found spectacular climbing up steep thin cracks on the arête above, reminiscent of the 
headwall passage on the Shield of El Capitan. The illusions of steepness were confirmed 
each time Guy launched into space to ascend the rope to the belay. This was Guy’s first wall. 
I was impressed by his ‘go for it’ attitude, especially since he had never used ascenders prior 
to this climb!

On the next lead, the features we had hoped were cracks turned out to be mere ripples in 
the sea of granite above. Ron boldly bat-hooked, riveted and beaked to just short of a good 
crack system. A mixed pitch followed, including some welcome hand cracks, nailing and nut
ting, ending in a scary mantle onto the belay stance.

Ron nailed a short section above, then climbed down and right to a diagonal ramp and a 
ledge at the base of a huge comer. In three long difficult free pitches, we made it to a ledge 
that divides the lower wall from the upper dome. That night, we split less than a quart of water 
and the food that remained between the three of us. The morning of our sixth day and tenth 
day out from the trailhead, we decided to escape, and worked our way across the ledge to 
water and our lives back home.

By mid-October Ron, Guy and I were able to return. Traversing back to our high point, 
we continued the route on the upper dome. Starting up the line of the comer which got us to 
the ledge from the lower wall, we moved left out onto an arête. Ron cruised up a classic, dif
ficult steep face pitch to a blocky ledge below a steep headwall. Following straight thin cracks 
up through two major horizontal crack/bands allowed me to tension-traverse left to a diago
nal ramp ending at a belay just below a prominent right-facing corner/chimney. Ron led up an 
awkward step left and then right, climbing some difficult moves up the chimney to a belay at 
the intersection of a wide crack from above and left. Following this crack system gave us a 
more direct line to the summit. Above this wide section, intricate free and aid moves headed 
up to a ledge just left of another, but a much easier wide crack. Belaying only about 80 feet 
out, we then headed right a few moves to an enjoyable left-facing comer.

In the autumn darkness, climbing toward a seemingly unreachable horizon, four more long 
pitches of easy but runout face climbing brought us to an unroping spot at blocky ledges well 
below the true summit.
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